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Abstract. The current design and manufacturing semiconductor technologies re-
quire to test the products against delay related defects. However, complex system-
on-chips (SOCs) require low-overhead testability methods to keep the test cost at
an acceptable level. Skewed-load tests seem to be the appropriate way to test delay
faults in these SOCs because the test application requires only one storage element
per scan cell. Compressed skewed-load test generator based on genetic algorithm is
proposed for wrapper-based logic cores of SOCs. Deterministic population initia-
lization is used to ensure the highest achievable transition delay fault coverage for
the given wrapper and scan cell order. The developed method performs test data
compression by generating test vectors containing already overlapped test vector
pairs. The experimental results show high fault coverages, decreased test lengths
and better scalability in comparison to recent methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The current design and manufacturing semiconductor technologies result in in-
creased occurrence of delay related defects. These defects have to be covered by
the test in order to ensure the high quality product requirements [2].
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Delay defects are modeled by delay faults and can be detected by application of
vector pairs. The first vector of the pair is the initialization vector and the second
one is the excitation vector. The initialization vector sets the required value in the
given fault location and the excitation vector excites and propagates the fault to
an observable point in the following clock cycle. The application of arbitrary vector
pairs in sequential circuits requires scan cells consisting of two memory elements
because the initialization vector needs to be applied continuously to the circuit while
the excitation vector is shifted in. This additional area overhead is high and therefore
usually unacceptable, especially for complex system-on-chips (SOCs). Logic cores of
SOCs surrounded by wrappers need wrapper boundary registers (WBRs) also with
two memory elements per cell [4].

Skewed-load [22] and broadside [24] tests ensure low-overhead delay fault test-
ability of sequential circuits. The excitation vector does not need to be shifted in
but is derived from the initialization vector. The excitation vector for skewed-load
test is created by one-bit shift of the initialization vector, and for broadside test it
is the response of the circuit to the initialization vector. Skewed-load tests seem
to be the appropriate low-overhead way to test delay faults in logic cores of SOCs
because the test application requires only one storage element per cell in the WBR
and scan chain, and extensive core partitioning is not required (to support broadside
tests). Skewed-load tests usually achieve lower fault coverages than tests consisting
of arbitrary vector pairs. The reason is the shift dependence of the excitation vector
on the initialization vector [4].

Several delay fault models are known, e.g. transition delay fault (TDF) model,
or path delay fault (PDF) model. TDF assumes an increased delay on the given
circuit line which causes the capture of an incorrect value. Two types of faults are
considered on every circuit line: slow-to-raise (STR) and slow-to-fall (STF). The
initialization vector should set the circuit line to 0 (logic false) for the STR fault
and the excitation vector should detect the stuck-at-0 fault on that line in the next
cycle. Similarly, the STF is detected by initializing the line to 1 (logic true) and
covering the stuck-at-1 fault in the next cycle [4, 7].

Genetic algorithms as the subclass of evolutionary algorithms proved to be po-
werful optimization tools in different areas such as electrical engineering, very large
scale integration systems, image processing [25, ch. 10] and also circuit reconfigura-
tion for test data reduction [26, 27]. They perform very well for difficult and wide
scale optimization problems. Genetic algorithms imitate the process of natural se-
lection: more capable individuals have better chance to succeed in life. Genetic
algorithm works with a set of individuals (population) which are the possible so-
lutions for the given optimization problem. Each individual is characterized and
described by a chromosome. The ability of the individual to be successful in solv-
ing the problem is measured by its fitness. The individual with better fitness has
higher probability to survive and to reproduce. Elitism can be used to ensure the
unconditional survival of the fittest individuals. New individuals are created by
reproduction which is made possible by several operators: selection, crossover, mu-
tation. The selection facilitates the reproduction of individuals based on their fitness.
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A fitter individual is selected for breeding always with higher probability. Crossover
is executed over the chromosomes of the selected individuals; their characteristics
are inherited to the offspring. The chromosome of the offspring will be based on the
parents’ chromosomes but also some additional (small) changes are performed by
means of mutation [25].

The main advantage of the skewed-load test, as mentioned before, is a low
overhead; on the contrary, its disadvantage is the shift dependence which can cause
low fault coverage. The work presented in this paper utilizes the advantage of
low overhead and tries to eliminate the possible lower fault coverage together with
simultaneous reduction of the overall test application time. Compressed skewed-load
test pattern generator (TPG) based on genetic algorithm (SKEWGEN) for wrapper-
based logic cores of SOCs is proposed in this paper (it will be assumed throughout
this paper that test compression is vector overlapping). Deterministic initialization
of populations (population assembled by deterministic test generation) is used to
ensure the highest achievable TDF coverage for the given wrapper and scan cell
order. The developed method performs test data compression to decrease the test
data and application time by generating test vectors containing already overlapped
test vector pairs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the related
work. The test application is discussed in Section 3. SKEWGEN is proposed in
Section 4 and the deterministic initialization of populations in Section 5. Section 6
summarizes the achieved results and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The first method which dealt with skewed-load test generation for WBRs containing
only one storage element per cell was the skewed-load for wrapper (SfW) method [3].
The method is applicable to logic cores with IEEE 1500 [1] compliant WBRs. There-
fore, the test area is kept low. The SfW method assembles the test based on the
pre-generated set of initialization and excitation vectors. The main disadvantage is
that each initialization and excitation vector needs to be available for every TDF
(these vectors are redundant for the given fault and the method chooses that vector
which results in a shorter test after the overlap with the vectors for the other faults).
This overhead influences the test generation. This set of vectors is reduced by some
heuristics and the best overlap with the highest TDF coverage is searched for. This
can be time consuming since there is a huge number of possibilities, therefore the
method is usable for small circuits only.

The test generation based on satisfiability (SAT) is a well explored area [11].
SAT-based TPG for PDFs was published in [13] and broadside TPG for TDFs in [14].
SAT-based test data compression was proposed in [5] and used by the skewed-load
method based on satisfiability (SKEWSAT) [10] for TDFs of SOCs. SKEWSAT
overcomes the limitation of the SfW method by not using a pre-generated set of
vectors. The generation is bit oriented instead of vector pair oriented generation.
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SKEWSAT always searches for the smallest sequence of bits to detect another TDF.
This results in a high number of SAT-problems whose solving is time consuming for
larger SOC cores. The method proposed in [6] is aimed to accelerate the SAT-based
test compression by early identification of unsatisfiable conditions. However, the
improvement is still insufficient for larger circuits.

Recent research was also conducted to make the test application of delay faults
more effective [16] and to combine skewed-load and broadside tests to achieve better
fault coverage [17–21]. These methods are significantly different from the work
presented in this paper because they do not consider wrapper-based SOCs where the
primary inputs (PIs) and the primary outputs (POs) are accessible through WBRs,
i.e. they assume that the PIs and the POs are directly accessible from outside.

Other methods have been developed to improve the TDF coverage of skewed-load
tests [15, 23]. However, the improvements are limited because the shift dependence
was not resolved. The scan reordering method based on the number of untestable
paths proposed in [9] can be time consuming since the selection is based on TPG.
The method in [28] is based on the analysis of the test set and its effect is influenced
by the number of undefined values in the test (for good results it requires high
number of undefined values). The method published in [8] is based on structure
analysis and therefore it is independent of the test set. Two pseudo-primary inputs
(PPIs) can be connected to neighboring scan cells if they do not have any common
combinational successors (logic gates reachable from both PPIs). If there are only
PPIs with common combinational successors then the one with the least number of
reachable outputs is selected.

SKEWGEN proposed in this paper represents another important step in delay
test generation for SOCs because with small area overhead and reduced test data
it ensures the highest achievable fault coverage. SKEWGEN always tries to detect
the highest number of new TDFs with each test vector, while the previous methods
targeted one TDF only. Consequently, less amount of test data will be required and
the test will be shorter. SKEWGEN uses deterministic initialization of populations,
therefore the test data reduction is possible without TDF coverage loss. Usually,
similar methods first generate the test vector pairs and consequently they compact
them (by overlapping). SKEWGEN uses a different, reverse approach. It generates
vectors directly, and the vector pairs are assembled from the generated vectors in
order to perform fault simulation.

3 TEST APPLICATION

The proposed new SKEWGEN method generates tests for logic cores of SOCs with
only one required memory element per cell in the WBR and in the internal scan
chain. Figure 1 shows an example of wrapper configuration with only the relevant
inputs, outputs and internal blocks. The architecture is IEEE Standard 1500 [1]
compatible. The WBRs are constructed using WC SD1 CII [1] cells containing one
memory element in shift path dedicated to wrapper function. The generated test
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is shifted in through a wrapper parallel input (WPI) labeled WPI0. This shift-in
path consists of a WBR labeled WBR0 containing n− s cells and an internal scan
chain containing s cells, where n is the total number of inputs of the combinational
part of the core under test. The shift-in path is concluded by a wrapper parallel
output (WPO) labeled WPO0. The response of the core is shifted out for evaluation
through the path between WPI1 and WPO1. This path contains another WBR
labeled WBR1 comprising m cells, where m is the total number of outputs of the
combinational part of the core. It should be noted that the architecture in Figure 1
is just an application example and the proposed method is not limited to it.
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Fig. 1. Test application architecture

4 PROPOSED TEST GENERATION

Fault coverage and length are the two important test parameters. An ideal method
based on genetic algorithm would track both of them and would try to evolve a test
with the highest possible coverage and the shortest length. However, this would
require to encode the whole test into the chromosome which would result in a search
space of unacceptable size. The chromosome length would be variable which would
make the length determination difficult and the population evaluation would be very
slow.

SKEWGEN proposed in this paper maximizes the TDF coverage without track-
ing the test length. Therefore, the fitness of an individual is the number of detected
TDFs after the possible acceptance of the individual. The test length is minimized
only indirectly by assuming if the highest number of TDFs is detected in every
step; then consequently fewer steps will be required for the same TDF coverage and
the test will be shorter. This is a heuristic assumption of the developed method.
SKEWGEN encodes only a part of the test (particularly one vector) into the chro-
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mosome which significantly reduces the chromosome length. The test generation is
divided into steps (in each step a local optimization as TDF coverage maximization
is performed). Only one vector for PIs and PPIs is generated in each step instead of
the vector pair usual for delay tests. The generated vector is appended to the test
sequence generated in previous steps (the vector pairs, which will be applied to the
logic core assuming the given test application architecture, are considered only dur-
ing fault simulation and only in order to evaluate the generated vector — the result
of test generation is the test sequence comprised of the generated vectors without
any kind of overlap). The number of clock cycles required for the test application
is the length of the test sequence.

The vector is used as the bit-string chromosome (i.e. the chromosome contains
only one vector). Therefore, the chromosome length also equals to the number of
PIs and PPIs of the logic core. Since the chromosome length varies from tens to
thousands, SKEWGEN determines the population size as

g1 +

⌈
c

g2

⌉
,

where g1 is the base population size, c is the chromosome length and g2 is the divisor
limiting the growth of the population size (g1 and g2 are user-defined parameters).
The population will be g1 for the smallest logic core and will increase with the prob-
lem size but will not become too large neither for the largest cores (larger problem
size requires more starting points in the search for finding the global optimum in-
stead of just some local one). For example, the problem size is 210 for a logic core
with 10 inputs and 21000 for a core with 1000 inputs. SKEWGEN uses elitism to let
one elite (the fittest individual) to unconditionally survive.

The evolution continues while the individuals improve. However, the improve-
ment can be discontinuous and can proceed later. Therefore, population-threshold
is used as the condition stopping the evolution, i.e. the number of populations in
which the individuals do not improve. The threshold is scaled to save computation
time in the early phase of test generation and to evaluate more populations later
when the fault coverage grows slower. The developed population-threshold Tg used
by SKEWGEN is given as

Tg = Tmin +

Tmax ×
(

fmax

NTDF

)t
 ,

where the minimum threshold Tmin, the maximum additional threshold Tmax and
the power of the scaling t are user-defined parameters; fmax is the fitness of the best
individual in the current population (the number of detected TDFs) and NTDF is
the total number of TDFs. The population-threshold is shown in Figure 2 where the
function Tg is illustrated for three different values of t. The bounds of Tg are given
by Tmin and Tmax and the growth is defined by t. The value of Tg grows more slowly
for fmax close to 0 and more rapidly for fmax close to NTDF with higher values of t.
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Fig. 2. Population-threshold scaling

4.1 Test Generation Flow

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed SKEWGEN. The test generation is
executed as follows:

1. The population of individuals (vector candidates) is assembled randomly.

2. The fitness of each individual is determined by fault simulation.

3. New population is created repeatedly based on the previous population while
fmax continuously improves.

4. If fmax ceases to improve and remaines constant in the previous Tg populations
then any further evolution of the current population is discontinued.

5. If the acceptance of the best individual cannot improve the fault coverage then
the test sequence is considered to be final and the test generation stops.

6. Otherwise, the best individual is accepted by appending the vector to the test
sequence.

7. If there are more faults to be considered then the evolution of populations con-
tinues starting with a new random population.

Figure 4 shows an example of fitness development during test evolution, where
fmax is the fitness of the best individual, fmin the fitness of the worst one, favg is
the average of fitness in the population, the Roman numbers I, II, . . . , VI mark
the ends of test generation steps and letters A, B, C divide the third step into sub-
parts in the magnified part of the graph. Every step of the test generation starts
with a new random population and ends with the acceptance of the best individual
(appending the vector represented by the chromosome to the test sequence). The
ends of the steps are easily identifiable by a sudden significant change in the fitness.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed test generator

For example, the fitness is approximately between 450 and 500 (450–500 detected
TDFs) during the generation of the second vector but at the end of the step (marked
as II) it changes and becomes more than 500. In that moment (marked as A) the
test generation continues with a new random population. Immediately, the new
population is significantly better than the previous one since the test generation is
still in the early phase and detection of new faults is relatively easy. The population
improves continuously since fmax increases. The improvement stops at B and remains
the same until C. Between B and C exactly Tg populations are created and evaluated.
The population still changes significantly as it is demonstrated by the changing
tendency of favg and fmin, but fmax remains the same because the best individual
is protected by elitism. The generation of the third test vector is concluded at C
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because the population was not improved in the previous Tg populations. The
generation of the fourth vector follows with a new initial population. The evolution
of other test vectors is very similar. The test generation in the example ends with
the acceptance of the sixth vector marked as VI because the seventh vector (not
shown in the figure) cannot improve the fault coverage.
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Fig. 4. Test evolution for s344 benchmark circuit

4.2 Solution Evaluation

The evaluation of the individuals of the population is executed by fault simulation.
The individual is the test-vector candidate encoded directly by bit-string chromo-
some. The fault simulation determines the fitness, i.e. the TDF coverage which
would be achieved by the acceptance of the individual. The vector pairs for fault
simulation are assembled based on the test application scheme: the vector is sent
into the WBR and the content of the WBR is applied in every clock cycle (therefore,
an excitation vector is applied to the core in every cycle). The proposed SKEWGEN
can be used with any other test application scheme by modifying the way the vector
pairs are assembled for fault simulation.
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An example of population evaluation is shown in Figure 5. The test sequence
already contains vectors V1 and V2, and the development of V3 is in progress. The
current population of individuals is evaluated. Vector candidates 1010 and 0010

were already evaluated and fitness values 9 and 8 were determined. The evaluation
of candidate 1100 is executed as follows. The test vector is a bitstream which will
be shifted in to the WBR and scan chain. The bits in WBR and scan chain are
continuously applied to the core. Therefore, each bit creates a new excitation vector
for which the initialization vector is the previous excitation vector. Figure 6 shows
how the vector pairs are created for fault simulation.

1. The initialization vector of vector pair P1 is the vector V2. The excitation vector
is created by one-bit shift of the initialization vector and appending to it the
first bit of vector V3.

2. The initialization vector of vector pair P2 is the excitation vector of P1. The
excitation vector of P2 is created by a one-bit shift of this initialization vector,
and appending to it the second bit of vector V3.

3. The other vector pairs are generated similarly.

There are always as many vector pairs for fault simulation as bits in the vector
(chromosome length). The construction of vector pairs always requires the previous
vector as demonstrated by the example. A vector containing the reset values for
WBR and scan cells is considered as the previous vector during the evolution of the
first vector. The reset values are the assumed initial values (in the beginning of the
test). These values can also be undefined if the reset values are unknown.

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1

9
8

test sequence
V1 V2 V3

. . .

population

fault simulation fitness

Fig. 5. Population evaluation

Definition 1. Let U = (u1, u2, . . . , uo) be a vector with length o and V = (v1, v2,
. . . , vp) be a vector with length p, then (U # V ) = (u1, u2, . . . , uo, v1, v2, . . . , vp) is
the concatenation of vectors U and V .

Definition 2. Let W = (w1, w2, . . . , wq) be a vector with length q, then (W )[i,j] =
(wi, wi+1, . . . , wj) is the sub-sequence of W with indexes i and j, where 1 ≤ i ≤ j
≤ q.
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Fig. 6. Vector pairs for fault simulation

Definition 3. Let the vector V0 contain the reset values of WBR and scan cells,
then the sub-sequence (Vk−1 # Z)[m,m+c−1] is the initialization vector and the sub-
sequence (Vk−1 # Z)[m+1,m+c] is the excitation vector of vector pair Pm for every
m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c} during the test generation of vector Vk, where Z is the vector
candidate, c is the chromosome length and k ≥ 1.

4.3 Population Evolution

The evolution is performed by means of genetic operators. Classical operators are
applied since simple bit-string chromosome is used (these operators are described
e.g. in [25]). The first new individual of the new population is always the fittest
member of the previous population. The other individuals are created by selection,
crossover and mutation. The fitness variance of the given search problem is low, and
therefore rank selection is used to keep the diversity of the population. Single point
crossover is executed over the selected two parents with a user-defined probability.
The crossover is followed by bit-flipping mutation. The mutation probability can
also be changed by the user.

5 PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETERMINISTIC INITIALIZATION
OF POPULATIONS

Random initial population is sufficient in the early phase of test generation when
the fault coverage grows relatively fast. However, usually the last faults are hard
to detect as it is demonstrated by the following example. Let the length of the
chromosome be 100 (which is only a very moderate value for the given problem);
then the size of the search space is 2100 (considering two-valued logic). Let us
assume that there is only one undetected fault for which only one test vector exists,
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then the probability to find it is only 1 out of 2100. Genetic algorithms perform
guided search but in this case the other vectors will give no guide or information for
finding the desired vector. Therefore, the vector can be found only by exhaustive or
deterministic search and the success of the method with random initial population
is almost beyond possibility.

The proposed SKEWGEN uses random population initialization only in the
early phase of test generation. Deterministic initialization is used after a user-
defined TDF coverage has been achieved. SKEWGEN uses two different mutation
probabilities in these two initialization phases because the types of the searches dif-
fer significantly. These probabilities can be set by the user but it is recommended
to use a high and low value during random and deterministic initialization, respec-
tively. High mutation probability during random search ensures wider investigation
of the search space, allows to achieve rapid TDF coverage growth and does not have
negative impact because the best individual is always protected by elitism. Deter-
ministic initialization is aimed to start the evolution with a population consisting of
good individuals with the ability to detect another TDFs. High mutation probabi-
lity during deterministic initialization would be counterproductive because it would
destroy the good individuals since the elitism can not protect all of them. Therefore,
very low mutation probability is recommended during deterministic initialization.

The principle of the developed deterministic population initialization is shown
in Figure 7 where “init” and “excit” represent the circuit model for the initialization
and excitation vector, respectively. For each individual of the population a different
and previously undetected TDF is selected and modeled. The “init” model will
ensure the initialization of the given circuit line to the value requested by the selected
TDF. The “excit” model will detect the stuck-at fault on the same line as it is
required by the TDF. These models are SAT-based models defined in [11]. The
inputs of these adopted models are interconnected by the developed method to
generate skewed-load test vectors (the inputs of the “excit” model are connected
in a shifted way to the inputs of the “init” model). The interconnected inputs are
labeled I0, . . . , I4 in the figure.

• If the interconnected model is unsatisfiable then the fault cannot be detected
for the given input order (WBR and scan cell order) and will not be targeted
any more.

• Otherwise, the model is completed by requesting the last bit-value of the test
sequence to be on the first intput of model “init”. This request in the figure is
the last bit of V2, i.e. 0, to the input I0.

– If the model is still satisfiable with this constraint then the values of the
inputs determined by SAT solving are accepted as the individual. (The
values of inputs I1, . . . , I4 are assigned to the undefined values XXXX shown
in the figure.)

– Otherwise, another undetected TDF is selected and the process is repeated
from the beginning.
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• If there is no more TDF which previously was not targeted successfully and
still more individuals are required then the population is filled up with random
individuals.

1 1 0 0

X X X X

V2 V3

init

excit

I0

I1

I2

I3

I4

Fig. 7. Deterministic initialization

Definition 4. Let the vector V0 contain the reset values of WBR and scan cells,
the sub-sequence (Vk−1 # Z)[c,2c−1] be the initialization and Z the excitation vector
for an undetected TDF then Z is a deterministic vector candidate for test vector Vk,
where c is the chromosome length and k ≥ 1.

It is very unlikely, but still a very special situation can occur when none of the
remaining TDFs can be detected with the last bit of the test sequence on the first
input of “init” model. This situation can be solved by appending the negated value
of the last bit to the test sequence and shifting the boundaries of the last vector to
include the new bit. This is the only situation when a bit and not a whole vector is
added to the test sequence.

The output of the proposed deterministic population initialization is gdet vector
candidates for gdet different TDFs which are detectable but still undetected, and
g − gdet random vector candidates, where g is the number of individuals in the
population and 1 ≤ gdet ≤ g.

Theorem 1. SKEWGEN with the proposed deterministic population initialization
always achieves the highest possible TDF coverage for the given WBR and scan cell
order.

Proof. Deterministic initialization is used and therefore the population always con-
tains at least one vector for a detectable but until now undetected TDF assuming
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the given WBR and scan cell order. Therefore, at least one vector will be in the
new population which will increase the fmax. There are two possible scenarios:

1. The proposed method will be able to further increase the fmax by creating a vec-
tor which is able to cover more undetected TDFs. The elitism will protect it
and the further evolution could not destroy or modify it. If there will be further
improvements then the elitism will grant protection similarly.

2. The proposed method will not be able to further increase the fmax but the elitism
will protect the vector until the end of the population evolution.

With regard to these two scenarios it is clear that every new vector will detect
at least one previously undetected TDF. Since SKEWGEN will continue until
the deterministic population initialization can provide at least one vector for at
least one undetected TDF, eventually every TDF detectable for the given WBR
and scan cell order will be covered.

2

6 RESULTS

The developed SKEWGEN was implemented in C++. Minisat 2.2.0 [12] was used
as the SAT solver for deterministic population initialization. The evaluation was
executed over ISCAS85, ISCAS89 and ITC99 benchmark circuits used as logic cores
of SOCs and on a desktop computer (Intel Core2 Duo 2.8 GHz, 4 GB memory). The
results were achieved assuming 90 % crossover probability; 50 % mutation probability
during random initialization and 5 % during deterministic initialization; population-
threshold scaling Tg with minimum threshold Tmin = 2, maximum additional thresh-
old Tmax = 50 and scaling power t = 4; population size determination with base size
g1 = 10 and divisor g2 = 500; and deterministic initialization performed from 80 %
TDF coverage. These parameters were determined by experiments as the best values
for the given search problem (they influence the test lengths only). The experimen-
tal results provided in this section are based on multiple runs (however, all the runs
resulted in the same fault coverage, i.e. the achieved fitness values were identical,
as the consequence of Theorem 1).

Table 1 shows the TDF coverage comparison to other recent methods for SOCs.
The maximum achievable TDF coverage is influenced by the WBR and scan cell
orders. Many of these orders were evaluated and the one with the best TDF coverage
was selected. The results achieved for this order by the method published in [10]
are shown in the “reord.” column. The proposed SKEWGEN was evaluated with
the same WBR and scan cell order for objective comparison, therefore the same
TDF coverages are expected. The results in the “rand.” column demonstrate that
random population initialization is not sufficient to achieve full fault coverages (only
for the three smallest circuits the coverages are identical to those achieved by the
previous method). It is very difficult to detect some TDFs when the search space
is too huge and random initial population is used. However, the same results (the
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“deter.” column) are achieved for every circuit when the proposed deterministic
population initialization is used. It should be noted that the achieved results are
the maximal achievable TDF coverages for the given WBR and scan cell order.
This is also proved by the fact that both methods achieved the same TDF coverages
assuming the same WBR and scan cell order. Each undetectable fault is due to
the shift dependence of skewed-load tests and is not the limitation of the proposed
SKEWGEN method.

Circuit TDFs [3] [10] reord.
SKEWGEN

rand. deter.

c880 1 582 85.0 96.90 99.24 98.80 99.24

c1355 2 566 59.8 97.78 99.65 98.40 99.65

c1908 2 614 82.1 97.51 99.46 99.43 99.46

c3540 5 208 73.6 90.44 94.60 94.55 94.60

c5315 8 248 87.3 96.37 99.19 99.16 99.19

s344 552 92.2 94.20 98.73 98.73 98.73

s382 646 86.1 87.77 98.14 98.14 98.14

s526 948 85.6 87.87 92.09 92.09 92.09

s832 1 614 71.3 73.30 84.70 84.57 84.70

s1196 2 110 80.3 85.55 95.78 95.50 95.78

s1423 2 512 90.2 95.50 98.61 98.49 98.61

s5378 6 952 82.0 92.23 98.56 98.04 98.56

Table 1. TDF coverage comparison

The proposed SKEWGEN with the developed deterministic initialization achiev-
es as high TDF coverages as the best current method. Furthermore, the “Reduc.”
column of Table 2 shows that at the same time the test is shorter in average by
25.75 % (in comparison to the “reord.” column which contains the results for
SKEWSAT with the same TDF coverage and assuming the best fault order among
the evaluated ones resulting in the shortest test, since the test length for SKEWSAT
is influenced by the order of targeting the faults [10]). The generated test was longer
for circuit c1355 only probably because of the presence of hardly and just individu-
ally detectable faults. The test length reduction was possible by generating vectors
covering always the highest number of (previously undetected) TDFs and in con-
sequence this resulted in a less number of vectors and shorter tests. The tests are
shorter even in the cases when compared to methods with lower TDF coverages. The
proposed SKEWGEN has better TDF coverages in comparison to SfW method [3]
but also shorter tests for each circuit except s832. In comparison to SKEWSAT [10]
it has better TDF coverages in every case and still shorter tests for each circuit
except c1355, c1908 and s832.
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Circuit [3] [10] reord. SKEWGEN Reduc. (%)

c880 7 523 4 128 2 224 781 64.88

c1355 17 565 1 124 1 092 1 968 −80.22

c1908 16 596 1 107 1 559 1 386 11.10

c3540 12 905 6 846 3 710 1 650 55.53

c5315 96 327 3 177 2 220 1 246 43.87

s344 614 198 177 120 32.20

s382 473 306 253 192 24.11

s526 914 1 285 844 576 31.75

s832 854 799 1 409 1 150 18.38

s1196 2 443 3 610 2 107 1 665 20.98

s1423 13 462 3 505 2 950 1 274 56.81

s5378 40 871 20 974 11 253 7 918 29.64

Average: 25.75

Table 2. Test length comparison

The proposed SKEWGEN achieves not only as high TDF coverages as the
best recent method and does that with shorter tests but has also better scalabi-
lity. Table 3 shows additional results for the biggest available benchmark circuits
which were too complex for the previous similar methods. The experiments show
similar good fault coverages and relatively short test lengths. The worst coverage is
88.86 % for circuit s35932 where the shift dependence could not be resolved better
by WBR and scan cell reordering. For every other circuit the achieved coverages
are significantly higher.

The test generation times are shown in Figure 8 as function of the total number of
TDFs because the most time consuming part of the developed method is the fitness
evaluation performed by fault simulation, which depends mainly on the circuit size.
The test generation time is almost negligible for circuits under 15 000 TDFs, it took
less than 20 hours for most of the benchmark circuits, except b22s (42 hours), s38417
(67 hours) and b17s (122 hours). The achieved results show exponential growth of
the test generation time, but even the longest test generations are worth the time
because good fault coverages were achieved and the test length reduction could save
much more expensive test application time. The TPGs without test compaction
are usually faster but the consequent compaction still takes time because there is
a large amount of possibilities for overlapping the generated vector pairs (n!, where n
is the number of test vector pairs). The test generation of the proposed SKEWGEN
takes hours and, exceptionally, even days, while the final test sequence can be used
immediately to test the manufactured products, and the saved test cost is significant
thanks to the shortness of the tests. Another disadvantage of the TPGs without
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Circuit TDFs
TDF Length

Vectors Populations
cov. (%) (bit)

c6288 12 478 99.54 128 4 176

c7552 11 300 98.80 22 356 108 6 500

s9234 11 324 93.55 56 810 230 11 899

s13207 15 584 98.30 73 500 105 8 975

s15850 18 998 96.69 111 205 182 12 639

s35932 63 502 88.86 3 526 2 70

s38417 49 708 99.62 367 744 221 19 148

s38584 60 954 96.70 149 328 102 8 010

b14s 22 050 97.88 134 068 484 25 187

b15s 41 564 97.83 174 115 359 27 671

b17s 115 286 97.94 949 608 654 52 508

b20s 43 688 98.03 399 852 766 44 059

b21s 45 648 98.19 381 582 731 43 637

b22s 69 640 98.21 829 894 1 082 63 126

Table 3. Results for additional benchmark circuits

compaction is that they usually provide a set of vector pairs where only one vector
pair is provided for a given TDF. However, other vector pairs can exist for that
TDF and it is not guaranteed that the generated vector pair can be overlapped the
best way with the other pairs.

Figure 9 shows the average number of populations required to generate a test
vector as the function of the chromosome length (number of PIs and PPIs). The
results demonstrate that the developed SKEWGEN does not perform exhaustive
search. The average population number stays below 90 even with increasing size of
the search space. The test quality (TDF coverage, test length) remains good for
various problem sizes because the proposed scaling of the population size ensures
adequate number of starting points for the search (therefore, the global optimum
can be found more confidently even for larger logic cores). Alternatively, the number
of populations could be scaled instead of the population size, but that would ensure
more accurate local optimums only.

Objective comparison of the developed SKEWGEN to methods not considering
wrapper-based SOCs is not possible. The PIs of sequential circuits not embedded
in SOCs are accessible from the outside and shift-in through WBR is not necessary.
This fact has two consequences: (1) The shift dependence of skewed-load tests is
lower, and therefore higher fault coverages can be achieved. (2) Values on the PIs
can be changed at any time without shift-in through WBR, and therefore the test
is expected to be shorter. However, the developed SKEWGEN performs well even
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in comparison to these methods. Table 4 shows TDF coverage comparison to the
most recent methods.

SKEWGEN has worse coverages for small circuits in comparison to method [18]
but starting with s5378 the achieved results are better (6 better results out of 10),
and also better coverages were achieved for 9 circuits out of 14 in comparison to [19].
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Circuit TDFs SKEWGEN [18] [19]

s344 552 98.73 - 97.97

s382 646 98.14 - 93.98

s526 948 92.09 - 93.35

s820 1 574 85.13 93.11 93.11

s953 1 738 95.86 98.79 98.79

s1196 2 110 95.78 100.00 100.00

s1423 2 512 98.61 98.66 98.66

s5378 6 952 98.56 97.86 97.86

s9234 11 324 93.55 93.35 93.24

s13207 15 584 98.30 96.83 96.80

s38417 49 708 99.62 99.54 -

b14s 22 050 97.88 95.02 85.75

b15s 41 564 97.83 - 92.16

b20s 43 688 98.03 95.77 90.86

b21s 45 648 98.19 - 84.25

Table 4. TDF coverage comparison to non-SOC methods

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, SKEWGEN, the compressed skewed-load TPG based on genetic al-
gorithm for wrapper-based logic cores of SOCs was proposed. The test application
requires only one storage element per cell in scan chain and WBR, therefore it
provides an appropriate way to test delay faults in low-overhead SOCs.

The developed method generates test vectors containing already overlapped test
vector pairs. Consequently, less vectors are necessary to achieve the same TDF co-
verage and the test application will be shorter. The individuals of the initial new
population are generated by SAT-based deterministic test generator. The individu-
als are created by targeting different TDFs. The task of the developed method is to
evolve a vector which will detect not only one of these faults but as many as possible.
The assembled circuit model for the given TDF allows to identify undetectable faults
by classifying the problem as unsatisfiable. The new population contains always at
least one vector which is able to increase the TDF coverage. Therefore, SKEWGEN
guarantees the highest achievable TDF coverage for the given WBR and scan cell
order.

The proposed SKEWGEN was evaluated over ISCAS85, ISCAS89 and ITC99
benchmark circuits used as logic cores of SOCs. The experimental results show
TDF coverages as high as those of the recent methods and, furthermore, the tests
are shorter by approximately 25 %. SKEWGEN has also better scalability. The
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test generation was previously not possible for the biggest available benchmark cir-
cuits.

The most time consuming part of SKEWGEN is the determination of the fitness
values, therefore parallel evaluation could accelerate the test generation significantly.
Another possibility is to reduce the chromosome lengths by using partial vectors and
generating tests sequentially for sub-parts of the core. These modifications could be
used without the necessity to modify the proposed method.

This work has been supported by Slovak national project VEGA 2/0034/12.
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